88 ford ranger transmission

One of the problems that can arise when trying to identify the type of transmission in a Ford
Ranger is that the 5-speed transmission in the Ranger is not made by Ford. The Ford Ranger
5-speed transmission is made by Mitsubishi or Mazda, and you may not be used to seeing its
identifying marks. You can identify a Ford Ranger 5-speed transmission by learning how to spot
the two transmission models used in the stock truck. This enables you to confirm that the truck
you are buying isn't modified from the original specifications. Look under the transmission at
the bottom pan where the transmission screen is and count the number of bolts attached to the
pan. A bolt pattern is typical of the original Mitsubishi and Mazda transmissions made for the
Ford Ranger. Measure the extension housing. This is the portion of the transmission located
past the bell housing and center part of the transmission. It is much narrower then the rest of
the transmission unit and should measure 10 inches. Locate the ID tag. Both the Mitsubishi and
Mazda transmission units have a metal ID tag attached to the left side of the bell housing that is
stamped with the Ford part number of the 5-speed transmission for your Ranger. Identify the
style of bell housing. Both types of transmission units have a closed bell housing on
all-wheel-drive AWD models only. The bell housing on 2WD vehicles will be a half-style not fully
enclosed. All the above identifiers will be present on an original 5-speed Ford Ranger
transmission. Any transmission that is missing one of these identifiers is not considered to be
original. Cassandra Tribe has worked in the construction field for over 17 years and has
experience in a variety of mechanical, scientific, automotive and mathematical forms. She has
been writing and editing for over 10 years. Her areas of interest include culture and society,
automotive, computers, business, the Internet, science and structural engineering and
implementation. Step 1 Look under the transmission at the bottom pan where the transmission
screen is and count the number of bolts attached to the pan. Step 2 Measure the extension
housing. Step 3 Locate the ID tag. Step 4 Identify the style of bell housing. References Built by
Mitsubishi or Mazda. A 5-speed transmission will have six gears including reverse. Don't be
confused by the difference in terms between the number of forward gears and the overall
number of gears. Only replace transmissions with units rated for the engine size and gear ratio
of your truck. Otherwise, improper gearing may cause the engine to work harder than it's
designed for, resulting in wear and damage. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number
given below only. The duration of the warranty period is indicated on the front of the Invoice. If
no warranty information is listed on the front of the invoice the following warranty period
applies. All warranties begin at the date of purchase invoice date not at the date of installation.
Warranties are non-transferable and only applies to original purchaser. At its option, MAS will
repair, replace or refund the purchase price of the part in the event of a failure. MAS reserves
the right to replace failed parts with equal to or greater than original mileage parts. All warranty
claims must accompany original invoice. Failure to provide proof any of these steps were not
taken by will void the warranty. Upon installation buyer agrees to follow vehicles regular
maintenance as recommended by manufacturer and may be required to provide proof of such
activities in the event of a warranty claim. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by
the seller because the item is no longer available. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist
Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 23, PST. Does not ship to Ukraine See details.
Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My
Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part
is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops,
something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information
contained in this table have been provided by myautostore. Manual Transmission 2WD 2. This
Manual Transmission 2WD 2. Lack of valid business name and phone number will delay your
order. Please provide the business name and phone number during eBay checkout. Daytime
phone number is required load will not deliver until appointment is scheduled. Customer Pickup
Free Customers can elect to pick up this item at the location stated in this listing. Sales Tax may
be applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a day time phone number. You must
also provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for your item
to be released. If not presented you will be turned away until you have provided the Proof of
Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within 2
business days of receipt of full payment. Parts that are being picked up at the local warehouse

are not prepared for shipment. They will not have any packaging included. If you will need this
type of service please contact us. Some listings include a warranty and others do not. Each
listing will clearly state the warranty length if applicable. If the part you receive does not fit or
work in your vehicle, we may ask you for a digital picture and your vehicle's VIN number so we
can properly assist you. This means that if the part is not the correct part, does not work
properly, or becomes damaged in any way due to the length of transit time, we will not cover it
under our return or warranty policies. We will also not refund any additional costs of shipping
due to forwarded items. Help Message Core Charge. Core is an acronym for 'Cash On Return'. A
core charge is sometimes applied to rebuildable parts such as engines or alternators that can
be redeemed for a portion of their original price. If the part you are purchasing has a core
charge applied, it will be noted in the description. Parts Grading. A standard code system is
used to communicate the condition and quality of a part between automotive recyclers,
automotive repair shops, and insurers. Knowing how these codes are used will help you
understand whether the part meets your expectations before you buy it and what you can
expect from the part when you receive it. A Grade - The highest quality part. B Grade - The
second level quality part. It is of average miles and normal condition for its age. C Grade - The
third level quality part. No Grade - A part that has not yet been graded. To learn more about
Parts Grading click here. Repair Shops Direct to Consumer Parts Yards Exports 6 months part
only warranty 6 months part only warranty 90 day part only warranty No warranty All warranties
begin at the date of purchase invoice date not at the date of installation. Mechanical Warranty
Disclaimer and Validation Engines: are guaranteed against knocking and excessive smoking.
Your warranty is voided if engines heat tab is melted or removed. Engine warranties are limited
to defects in the block, heads, pistons, crankshafts, camshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. All
other parts included are considered accessories or extra parts. While engines may come with
additional accessories, these are not covered under any warranty and are included to aid in the
convenience of installation. Transmissions: are warrantied to be in good working order against
any slippage or shifting failures. Any accessories such as but not limited to: modulators,
governors, electrical controls, linkage, mounts, seals, gaskets or fluids are not covered under
warranty. Differentials: All internal lubricated parts within the drive axle housing are guaranteed
in good working condition at the time of purchase. Used tires are not tested or labeled by MAS
to meet any safety standards. The purchaser of used tires from MAS agrees to accept all risks
relating to the use of such used tires. The parts stated do not come with any warranty unless
otherwise stated on this receipt. Often times computers need to be reprogrammed which is to
be performed at buyers expense SHEET METAL Cosmetic or surface corrosion resulting from
chips, scratches, or other causes; corrosion perforation caused by improper installation,
neglect, accident, abuse, or any event not considered normal use to your vehicle; damage from
the environment, including weather, hail damage, airborne fallout chemicals, acid rain, etc. MAS
is not responsible for buyer error. Shipping and Handling charges are non refundable unless
otherwise stated All implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose, are limited to the duration of this warranty and do not cover incidental or
consequential damages. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty
lasts or the exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or
exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may
also have other rights, which vary from state to state. The purchaser hereby understands that
due to the nature of used auto parts, any liability of MAS from all causes shall be limited to the
price paid for the goods sold or provided. Residents Colorado residents will be charged a sales
tax rate of 7. Please check rates below. After receiving the item, contact seller within Refund will
be given as Return shipping 30 days Money back Buyer pays return shipping Please check the
listing for important warranty information regarding the item being sold. Payment Options. Shop
with Confidence. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist.
Condition: Used. Compatibility: See compatible vehicles. Ended: Feb 23, PST. Shipping: Does
not ship to Ukraine See details. Seller: myautostore Seller's other items. Every time. Donor
Vehicle. TIRES Due to many varied and different conditions to which used tires may have
previously been exposed, MAS makes absolutely NO warranty, expressed or implied, as to the
fitness for a general or particular purpose or of merchantability in connection with any sale of
used tires. Often times computers need to be reprogrammed which is to be performed at buyers
expense. SHEET METAL Cosmetic or surface corrosion resulting from chips, scratches, or
other causes; corrosion perforation caused by improper installation, neglect, accident, abuse,
or any event not considered normal use to your vehicle; damage from the environment,
including weather, hail damage, airborne fallout chemicals, acid rain, etc. In general if part is

accepted and installed on the vehicle. All 2. The only modification that will need to be done is to
the floor plate. You can either cut it to fit the new shifter or you can remove the front seats and
pull the carpet back to get to the 4 8mm bolts that hold it on and swap in the one from your
donor. All that may be left is to trim the carpet. If you take your time, the piece that you trim out
can be used to replaced the gap it will leave behind the shifter. A transmission that came off a 2.
The 2. This means that the 2. This causes the tranny cross member to be moved 2. Your
automatic transmission truck has a shifter plate on the transmission hump under the carpet.
Use the manual shifter and floor plate from the
1998 nissan maxima brake light switch
esi truck
2004 ford taurus owners manual download
donor vehicle. Even though the flexplate bolt patterns are the same, they will not interchange
from an a4ld to a c5. You need to lengthen the rear driveshaft and the front shaft needs to be
shorter. You can avoid shortening the front one by using a front driveshaft from an Bronco II or
Ranger, which is already 4. From the original A4LD harness. Simply match them with the
remaining wires on the C5 switch. To put a C-4 behind a 2. Though this will limit you to only 3
speeds and no overdrive. Pinto wagons are your best bet for one of these. The Mustang 2. You
will need the C5 torque converter and the C5 flexplate. If replacing an automatic with a manual,
you need a manual transmission computer to turn the MIL off. You also need to hook up the
neutral switch to the computer. All Ford 4. Other than that, the others line up perfectly. The
bellhousing bolt changed to accommodate the SOHC 4. Have information or photos to add to
this page? Ford Ranger Transmission Swap Options. More Articles:.

